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The deregulation of previously regulated markets in the United States and throughout the

world has accelerated the rate of increase of competitive pressure in the Global economy.  Today’s

competitive business environment is more intense than ever before, and the trend toward

deregulation will certainly increase pressure even further.  The intense competitive environment has

posed increasing challenges to Marketing.  At the same time, new information technologies have

enabled Marketing to meet many of those challenges.

The current sophistication of market segmentation, in conjunction with the aforementioned

advances in information technologies have ushered in a new era for Marketing. It is now possible to

target market to segments of one.  Traditional segmentation utilizes two basic approaches

1. Consumer Characteristics

2. Consumer responses

In the first approach, the market is broken down into the following  groups, and then analyzed to

determine marketing strategy:

Geographic

Demographic

Psycographic

Behavioral

The affordability and effectiveness of utilizing these segments are inversely related: as marketing

efforts move from the broader geographic to the individualized behavioral, the costs increase but so

does the effectiveness.  In the second approach, consumers are analyzed to determine benefits

sought, use occasions or brands.  Once these characteristics are determined, the marketeer utilizes

the segments in the first approach and determines if there are any relationships between consumer

response, and the various segments.  In this way, Marketeers can systematically and scientifically

target markets for maximum results.

Loosely speaking, the way an offer is conveyed to a perspective purchaser is Advertising.

Advertising uses a framework that considers models of communication, attention getting, and

persuasion to construct effective advertising that results in a purchase.  Communication models

focus on the psychological mechanisms by which information is imparted to an individual to

convey meaning, while attention getting endeavors to attract a would be purchaser, and persuasion

is a cognitive influence that results in action.  The key idea here is that marketing develops

correlation between various attributes and purchase intent (demand behavior) for groups, and then

applies that knowledge to individuals in those groups to increase sales, satisfaction, loyalty etc.
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Decision styles are defined as learned habits of decision making. While decision making

involves many factors the Decision Style model (Driver, Brousseau and Hunsaker, 1993) utilizes

two dimensions of decision making habits: amount of information used and solution focus. The

amount of information used  dimension suggests that some people, termed satisficers, use only

enough information to reach an acceptable solution, whereas a different pattern, called maximizer,

is to use all relevant information. Where time is of the essence the satisficer is likely to be more

successful; but when the issue is of great importance or complexity and time is not urgent, (all else

equal), the maximizer is likely to do better.

The second dimension of the model is concerned with focus or how many solutions are

finally arrived at. The uni focus style is to select one best approach and to make it happen. The

multi focus style is to develop many solutions and to be ready to pursue all of them. In well

understood, controllable environments, the efficiency of the uni focus style is superior. However in

ill defined or uncontrollable situations the flexibility  f the multi focus approach has more merit.

The model combines these two dimensions into five basic decision style patterns (Fig. 1 in

appendix).  The Decisive style uses just enough data to reach a “good enough” solution which is

then put into action. The style is efficient and achievement oriented. Socially the Decisive style is

loyal, blunt and terse. The Flexible style uses just enough data to arrive at several possible actions.

One of these is enacted; however if that action begins to fail, one of the other possibilities is rapidly

employed. This style is very adaptive and often seems intuitive. Socially it is associated with

agreeableness, humor and rapid shifting of conversational topics.  The Hierarchic style uses all

available information which is thoroughly analyzed to produce a complex plan with many “what if”

contingencies built in. The plan is focused on a single objective which is then tenaciously followed.

Quality and perfectionism are hallmarks of this style. Socially, the style can be inspirational but also

may overcontrol. The Integrative style uses maximum relevant information to generate many

solutions which are simultaneously pursued. It is a very creative, exploratory and open style.

Socially the Integrative style is very team oriented and tolerant of differences among people. The

Systemic style emerged from laboratory studies which revealed the existence of a style which

combined Hierarchic and Integrative patterns. The Systemic style appears to begin a decision in an

Integrative fashion - generating many alternatives - and then it moves to a more Hierarchic process

whereby the alternatives are ranked by some inner value system. The result is a prioritized list of

alternatives which get resources in order of their rank. The Systemic style is very comprehensive

and tends to develop original approaches to problems. They are usually slow to respond to others.

but enjoy anecdotal stories and Socratic dialogues.



Most people learn to use at least two styles, one of which is used most often and is called

the dominant style. Style use varies in two ways. Styles shift as pressure changes; however each

person has a characteristic pattern of change under pressure which is stable. Style also change when

one becomes conscious of needing to impress other people. The style one uses in socially conscious

situations is called Role style. The style used in normal settings when one is alone or with very

familiar or less critical others is called Operating style. They are not strongly correlated yet both

predict decision making behavior. Separate measures are used to assess each type of style.

Style patterns can change over time as environments change. These change patterns can be

affected and predicted through an analysis of the informational changes in the environment. Styles

also vary in frequencies across cultures. This is particularly true of role styles.
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The Decision Style model is well documented with over 20 years of proven effectiveness in

understanding and predicting certain aspects of individual and group behavior.  The model

accomplishes this by understanding how individuals use and process information, and how

individuals develop solutions focus.  An exciting new application of Decision Style theory involves

its application in marketing.  The Decision Style model is well proven to predict individual

behavior in certain areas.  Moreover, the Decision Style model can classify individuals with respect

to their individual decision styles and predict certain behaviors distinct to those styles (the idea

behind segmentation).  Because Decision Style theory attempts to understand the way information

is processed, related to alternatives, and ultimately resulting in action, it presents a new opportunity

for understanding and predicting consumer behavior.  Moreover, the application of decision styles

to consumer behavior is consistent with the traditional approaches outlined in section I.

Psychographic segmentation contains a subsection based on personality.  Decision style is effective

in predicting several distinct aspects of personality, which may be used by themselves as a basis for

segmentation or be further correlated to other basees of Psychographic segmentation, and ultimately

improve marketing effectiveness.  In behavioral segmentation, buyers are classified with respect to

their knowledge, attitude, use or response to a product.  Again, Decision Style theory may provide

additional individual behavioral segmentation characteristics.  It may also add deeper

understanding, and establish useful corelations to other behavioral parameters, who’s impact on

purchasing is already known, thereby increasing behavioral segmentation effectiveness.

Decision Style theory is also consistent with and complimentary to advertising theory and its

underlying components of communication models, attention getting, and persuasion.  Indeed when

one is familiar with the evolution of Decision Style theory, and the existing model, it is surprising

that the Decision Style model has not been previously applied to marketing,  Attention, persuasion,



and action are all elements that occur in a purchasing decision. Since the Decision Style model can

effectively “get inside the black box” of individuals’ decision style process, and provide unique

profiles for each, it has the potential of providing an additional basis for segmentation.  Perhaps the

biggest benefit that Decision Style theory may impart to market segmentation would be to use the

Decision Style model to separate each already proven segmentation measure in each market into 5

distinct sub segments determined by the 5 distinct decision styles, and thereby add predictive

capability to the segmentation process.  Of course this requires this requires that the decision styles

of the segments be known.  This is partly the purpose of this study, to predict the decision styles of

individuals in each segment by correlating observable behavior to decision styles.

This study will attempt to link individual role and operating styles to preferences for

information, and services in the electric utility industry.  The study builds on preliminary research

by Dr. Michael Driver conducted in Sweden.  Dr. Drivers results regarding utility bill preferences,

and services are summarized in table 1 as follows :

$WWLWXGH�WRZDUG�HOHFWULF�ELOO

Decisive Role Style:  want information on daily power use.

Flexible Role Style:  do not want power use daily or weekly.

Hierarchic Role Style:  want general and specific advice on saving energy and money.

Integrative Role Style: wants forecasts on remaining power consumption per year and information

on average power use in similar households.

Decisive Operating Style: suggested a number of other information needs.

Flexible Operating Style:  wanted no data on European energy use.

Hierarchic Operating Style:  wanted advice on saving energy and money.

Integrative Operating style:  wanted no advice, no last month costs, no conjecture on  possible

energy problems and offered no ideas on other information needs.

Systemic Operating Style: no pattern .

Table 1
Results of Swedish Study
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$WWLWXGH�WRZDUG�VHOHFWLQJ�DQ�HOHFWULF�VHUYLFH�SURYLGHU

Decisive Role:  wants few services controlled by supplier.

Flexible Role:    wants  many services under own control, want information on overall home  use,

has additional ideas for services.

Hierarchic Role: wants  complex system of  services with many options for control, wants

information on overall  power use , heat level per room, new services such as more customer

service and electronic payments. Would delegate only a few services to supplier.

Integrative Role:  no automatic control in kitchen has many additional ideas for services

Decisive Operating:    wants overall power use information, wants complex system under own

control.

Flexible Operating: wants  simple system under own  control, no telephone remote control, not

concerned  with comfort or environment,  yet acts to save energy.

Hierarchic operating:   wants no fire alarms or warning systems.

Integrative Operating:  not concerned with saving time, but is concerned with comfort, not

interested in extra services

Systemic Operating:  wants sample system under on control with automatic control of heating,

remote control from central area, and is willing to delegate only a few functions to supplier .

This preliminary research was analyzed and a Bill and Services questionnaire was prepared

to repeat the study as closely as possible with the following exception: instead of questioning

respondents about there preferences, respondents were asked to look at actual billing components,

some of which contained information about service offerings and were designed to uncover

attitudes.   Showing respondents actual bill components is hypothesized to result in more robust

findings because it gives an actual example of a bill component rather than relying on a vague

description.  Additionally, this information is more robust in predicting decision style types,

because a concrete selection is made.  This is an important aspect if selection behavior is used to

determine decision styles, which then become a further basis for segmentation (one of the exciting

possibilities that Decision Style segmentation may provide). A copy of the survey instrument is

attached in the appendix.  The survey consisted of 17 different bill components each designed to

investigate further the relationships between the various decision styles, and utility bill preferences

and demand for services.  All dollar, and energy amounts as well as the derivative breakdowns were

as realistic and plausible, as possible, as they were based upon actual scenarios.

Table 1 continued



In addition to building upon the previous work, this survey attempts to uncover whether  any

relationships exist between decision styles, and the tendency to change an electric supplier.  This is

accomplished by investigation which decision styles found information pertinent to deregulated

billing components of the electric utility industry useful and desirable.

,9�������7KH�([SHULPHQW

1. Sample:

Initially, 14 students from an elective MBA class on Decision Making, at a major U.S

University were involved.  Additional samples are currently under analysis.

2. Measures of Styles:

Decision styles were measured using the Driver Decision Style Exercise, and the Driver -

Strufert Complexity Index.

3.   Process:

The respondents were instructed to look at all the bill components on the Bill/Services

questionnaire. This was hoped to give the user an overview of the situation and instill in their mind

that there was a broad range of information.  Then each bill component was evaluated by

respondents with respect to 2 questions:

1. How useful would you find the information,

2. Would you actually want the information on your bill.

The process of uncovering both attitudes may shed additional light on the relationships due to the

fact that it differentiates between what information individuals would utilize (the information use

dimension), and what they would actually want ( which plays more to the information that they

require for the various solutions focus).  For the most part correlations between these two questions

were very high ( overall average above  .85).  None the less, the distinction between the two may

shed additional insight into the relationship between utility bill preferences, and decision styles.

The responses to the questionnaire were then correlated to the decision styles of the respondents

9������5(68/76�2)����025�����678'(176

A preliminary run of data using the available 14 MOR 560 results is discussed below.  The

complete summary is located in table 2 in the appendix.

KEY:

RD ROLE DECISIVE OD OPERATING DECISIVE
RF ROLE FLEXIBLE OF OPERATING FLEXIBLE
RH ROLE HIERARCHIC OH OPERATING HIERARCHIC
RI ROLE INTEGRATIVE OI OPERATING INTEGRATIVE

The columns titled #A and #B in the correlation matrix (i.e. 1A, and 1B) correspond to:



A-  Finds information useful

B-  Actuarially want this on a bill

Correlations above the critical value are shaded.

4XHVWLRQ����'DLO\�SRZHU�XVH
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M   T  W  TH  F  S  SU M  T  W  TH  F  S  SUM  T  W  TH  F  S  SU M  T  W  TH  F  S  SU M  T  W

1A 1B
RD 0.294 0.185
RF -0.411 -0.489
RH 0.466 0.544
RI -0.069 -0.155
OD -0.146 0.154
OF 0.324 0.084
OH 0.188 -0.296
OI -0.222 -0.394

Role hierarchic want information on daily power use.  Role flexible did not want this info.
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2A 2B
C35 RD 0.431 0.544
C36 RF -0.298 -0.503
C37 RH 0.353 0.519
C38 RI 0.018 -0.154
C39 OD -0.28 -0.028
C40 OF 0.343 0.329
C41 OH 0.453 0.123
C42 OI -0.147 -0.39

Role decisive, and hierarchic both want forecast energy use.  Role flexible DOES NOT want it.

4XHVWLRQ����)RUHFDVW�HQHUJ\�XVH�DQG�FRVW
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3A 3B
C35 RD 0.357 0.526
C36 RF -0.345 -0.569
C37 RH 0.245 0.463
C38 RI -0.036 -0.238
C39 OD -0.209 -0.016
C40 OF 0.315 0.261
C41 OH 0.384 0.029
C42 OI -0.216 -0.393

Role decisive, and hierarchic both want both use and cost forecasts.  It was hoped that adding to

cost component would result in some differentiation with question 2 but it did not.  Role flexible

does not want cost or use forecasts.

4XHVWLRQ����6SHFLILF�DGYLFH�RQ�VDYLQJ�HQHUJ\

Energy saving tip:  Set your thermostat at 78 in the summer



4A 4B
C35 RD 0.346 0.302
C36 RF -0.584 -0.586
C37 RH 0.558 0.52
C38 RI -0.245 -0.252
C39 OD -0.36 -0.31
C40 OF 0.301 0.29
C41 OH 0.105 0.075
C42 OI 0.017 -0.012

Role hierarchic wants specific advice.  Role flexible DOES NOT.

4XHVWLRQ����&RQWULEXWLQJ�QHZ�LGHDV

Com m en ts or  i deas?  w r i t e t hem  here or  cal l  1 800 TPC SAVE

5A 5B
C35 RD 0.329 0.315
C36 RF 0.086 0.113
C37 RH -0.075 -0.072
C38 RI -0.096 0.011
C39 OD -0.111 -0.041
C40 OF 0.194 -0.027
C41 OH -0.053 0.037
C42 OI 0.252 0.027

Inconclusive as to all styles.

4XHVWLRQ����(QHUJ\�XVH�FRPSDULVRQ
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6A 6B
C35 RD 0.325 0.217
C36 RF -0.292 -0.241
C37 RH 0.158 0.118
C38 RI -0.199 -0.158
C39 OD -0.168 -0.092
C40 OF 0.051 0.026
C41 OH 0.413 0.326
C42 OI -0.118 -0.204

Inconclusive as to all styles.  Although inconclusive, note the negative trend in RF.

4XHVWLRQ����*HQHUDO�LQIRUPDWLRQ�RQ�VDYLQJ�HQHUJ\

Lighting and air conditioning are your biggest energy users and represent the
greatest opportunity for savings.  To get more information call 1 800 TPC SAVE

7A 7B
C35 RD 0.595 0.495
C36 RF -0.298 -0.242
C37 RH 0.251 0.08
C38 RI -0.19 -0.311
C39 OD -0.235 -0.102
C40 OF 0.737 0.531
C41 OH 0.227 0.111
C42 OI -0.181 -0.262

Role decisive and Operating Flexible wants general information.

4XHVWLRQ�����(QHUJ\�XVH�E\�URRP
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8A 8B
C35 RD 0.329 0.316
C36 RF -0.332 -0.377
C37 RH 0.169 0.231
C38 RI -0.119 -0.211
C39 OD -0.029 0.016
C40 OF 0.405 0.25
C41 OH 0.051 -0.052
C42 OI -0.534 -0.54

Operating integrative DID NOT want or find useful.

4XHVWLRQ�����6XSSOLHU�FRQWUROOHG�SURJUDPV

Our automated energy control programs are centrally controlled and can save
you energy when your not home.  Call 1 800 TPC SAVE for more information.

9A 9B
C35 RD 0.209 0.296
C36 RF -0.378 -0.377
C37 RH 0.483 0.529
C38 RI -0.176 -0.215
C39 OD -0.219 -0.125
C40 OF 0.528 0.389
C41 OH -0.078 -0.121
C42 OI -0.175 -0.278

Role hierarchic wanted this info and found it useful.  Operating flexible also was interested.

4XHVWLRQ�����6XSSOLHU�VHUYLFHV�XQGHU�FXVWRPHU�FRQWURO

Our computer energy control programs work with your computer and let you
control your energy  use room by room.    Call 1 800 TPC SAVE for more
information.

10A 10B
C35 RD 0.204 0.093
C36 RF -0.395 -0.293
C37 RH 0.351 0.218
C38 RI -0.254 -0.23
C39 OD -0.291 -0.159
C40 OF 0.598 0.517
C41 OH -0.038 -0.054
C42 OI -0.12 -0.169

Operating Flexible also liked this.



4XHVWLRQ�����3UHYLRXV�PRQWKV�FRVW

Ballance from previous bill………………….. $50.00

Amount of last payment…………………….. $50.00

Ballance forward……………………………..  $0.00

11A 11B
C35 RD 0.344 0.116
C36 RF 0.012 0.122
C37 RH -0.253 -0.429
C38 RI -0.356 -0.158
C39 OD 0.276 0.143
C40 OF -0.166 0.215
C41 OH -0.025 0.266
C42 OI -0.14 -0.162

 A traditional component.  Inconclusive on style correlation

4XHVWLRQ�����&XUUHQW�HQHUJ\�XVH�DQG�FRVW

Monthly service charge $5.00

Total energy charges 450 KWH $63.00

Total taxes $7.00

Current amount due by 5/ 15/97 70

M eter data  fron  3 /15  97  to  4 /15  97 B eginn ing read E nd ing read T o tal K illow att hou rs 

713486 7139636 450

12A 12B
C35 RD 0.388 0.429
C36 RF -0.186 -0.265
C37 RH -0.256 -0.219
C38 RI -0.535 -0.555
C39 OD 0.11 0.103
C40 OF 0.021 0.242
C41 OH 0.132 0.116
C42 OI -0.172 -0.295

Another traditional component.  Role integrating DID NOT want .

$ .00



4XHVWLRQ�����(QHUJ\�XVH�FRVW��EUHDNGRZQ�����5HJXODWHG��9V��XQUHJXODWHG�FRPSRQHQWV

B illing breakdown U nits R ate T otal

T ransm ission and distribution (regulated) 450 .10 $45.00

G eneration (non regu lated) 450 .04 $18.00

$63.00

13A 13B
C35 RD 0.134 0.108
C36 RF 0.017 0.03
C37 RH -0.256 -0.275
C38 RI -0.1 -0.077
C39 OD -0.242 -0.143
C40 OF 0.133 0.184
C41 OH 0.634 0.547
C42 OI 0.181 0.082

Here we see that Operating Hierarchic  find this information useful.

4XHVWLRQ�����%UHDNGRZQ�RI�UHJXODWHG�XVH�DQG�FKDUJHV

Breakdown of regulated charges U nits Rate T otal

T ransmission 450 .03 $13.50

D istribution 450 .07 $31.50

T otal regulated charges $45.00

14A 14B
C35 RD 0.55 0.517
C36 RF -0.317 -0.325
C37 RH 0.219 0.275
C38 RI -0.429 -0.408
C39 OD 0.092 0.26
C40 OF 0.289 0.137
C41 OH 0.092 0.009
C42 OI -0.003 -0.099

Here we see role decisive both wanting and finding useful the breakdown of regulated charges.

This may be influenced by their tendency toward loyalty. (These are non switchable charges)

4XHVWLRQ�����&RPSHWLWLRQ�RSWLRQV



You are currently paying .03 for generation from another provider.  Our
load shift plan may save you money. Call 1 800 TPC SAVE for more
information.

15A 15B
C35 RD 0.322 0.289
C36 RF -0.317 -0.277
C37 RH 0.275 0.279
C38 RI -0.339 -0.239
C39 OD -0.249 -0.251
C40 OF 0.414 0.522
C41 OH -0.124 0.021
C42 OI -0.098 -0.148

Operating Flexible wanted this

4XHVWLRQ�����$YHUDJH�HQHUJ\�XVH

Your average daily consumption for the billing period was 15 kilowatt hours

16A 16B
C35 RD -0.05 -0.194
C36 RF 0.279 0.363
C37 RH 0.201 0.037
C38 RI 0.245 0.299
C39 OD -0.396 -0.427
C40 OF -0.418 -0.364
C41 OH 0.108 0.179
C42 OI 0.599 0.644

Role integrative wanted and found useful this information.

4XHVWLRQ�����$YHUDJH�FRVW�RI�HQHUJ\

Your average daily cost  was $2.10 per day



17A 17B
C35 RD 0.005 0.015
C36 RF -0.046 -0.103
C37 RH 0.161 0.205
C38 RI 0.006 -0.024
C39 OD -0.611 -0.526
C40 OF 0.11 0.13
C41 OH 0.48 0.453
C42 OI 0.378 0.304

Role hierarchic wanted this,  Operating integrative did not.

9,������'LVFXVVLRQ

An inspection of tables 2 and 3 in the appendix  shows there were 16 results which agreed

with Decision Style theory and 5 inconsistent findings. The Operating style results were most

consistent with theory. (9 vs. 1). The Decisive style results were mixed. Operating Decisive style

avoided unnecessary data and the Role Decisive sought general (simple) advice from an

authoritative  source, as expected.  However the Role Decisive also wanted forecasts and a

breakdown of regulated costs - more data than would be expected. Perhaps they were trying to do

the “right thing” or expressing commitment to the company.

The Flexible styles strongly agreed with theoretical expectations. The Flexible role style

rejected complex information while the Flexible operating style looked for simple general advice,

wanted automated service controlled by the supplier and the customer - to provide flexible

heating- and showed interest in competitor suppliers - possibly as a basis for switching suppliers.

The Hierarchic styles also fit expectations. Both Hierarchic styles were interested in a wide range

of complex information and advice. The only oddity was the Hierarchic role interest in supplier

automated control of service. (Possibly a liking for planning ?)

The Integrative styles violated expectations by not wanting current use data or information

on heat  use by room. As expected the Integrative operating style did want average energy use

data.  Perhaps the whole issue of utility bills and electric service failed to be of interest to this

style as may have also occurred in the Swedish data.

It is worth noting that all aspects of the bill and service needs were related to style except

contributing new service ideas, complex energy use comparisons and last month’s bill.

Contrasting  U.S. and  Swedish data is very interesting. In both countries the Decisive role

style was mildly positive to information on the bill. Both wanted general advice on energy saving

as well as some additional information. The Decisive operating style differed, with the Swedes

more interested in data and the U.S. sample more in tune with theory - avoiding data. The

Flexible role style was very similar across samples - they wanted as little data as possible. The

Flexible operating styles were again different - the U.S. group wanting flexible service systems



and a basis for considering switching suppliers whereas the Swedes avoided data. Both

conformed to theory but in very different ways.

The Hierarchic styles were extremely similar in both role and operating modes. All wanted

elaborate data, with the Swedish operating Hierarchic showing this pattern the least. The

Integrative role styles differed markedly.  In Sweden they wanted information whereas the U.S.

group rejected it. The Integrative operating styles were more alike. The Swedes rejected data

while the U.S. were mixed.  In sum, role styles were similar across countries except for the

Integrative. Integrative and Hierarchic operating styles were alike, while Flexible styles had

different but theoretically sound patterns and the Decisives were simply opposite. Why Decisive

operating and Integrative role styles differed by country remains an intriguing target for future

studies.

The implications of this data are very challenging.  If larger samples confirm these results

it suggests that utility companies could help consumers to determine their Decision Styles from

which they could determine the type of bill and services they would find most useful. This service

could uniquely position a company as being concerned with serving customers’ information needs

as well as the type of electrical service most suited to them. Considerable cost savings can be

realized by tailoring information (e.g. billing format) to customer styles. Many companies err by

sending too little or too much information. In the first case they incur needless costs and in both

cases they frustrate customers. Additionally if service needs are understood, variable heating

levels can be introduced as a customer benefit.

$SSHQGL[
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Table 2    Correlation Summary

$SSHQGL[

PART A = INFORMATION USEFUL PART B  = WANT ON BILL 0.456 AT THE .05 LEVEL(SPEARMAN N=14)

DAILY USE 
FORCAST 

USE
FOTCAST 

COST/USE
SPECIFIC 

SAVING INFO

1A 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B 4A 4B
C35 RD 0.294 0.185 0.431 0.544 0.357 0.526 0.346 0.302
C36 RF -0.411 -0.489 -0.298 -0.503 -0.345 -0.569 -0.584 -0.586
C37 RH 0.466 0.544 0.353 0.519 0.245 0.463 0.558 0.52
C38 RI -0.069 -0.155 0.018 -0.154 -0.036 -0.238 -0.245 -0.252
C39 OD -0.146 0.154 -0.28 -0.028 -0.209 -0.016 -0.36 -0.31
C40 OF 0.324 0.084 0.343 0.329 0.315 0.261 0.301 0.29
C41 OH 0.188 -0.296 0.453 0.123 0.384 0.029 0.105 0.075
C42 OI -0.222 -0.394 -0.147 -0.39 -0.216 -0.393 0.017 -0.012

MORE IDEAS
ENERGY 

COMPARISON
GENERAL 

SAVING INFO
ROOM SPECIFIC 

USE

5A 5B 6A 6B 7A 7B 8A 8B
C35 RD 0.329 0.315 0.325 0.217 0.595 0.495 0.329 0.316
C36 RF 0.086 0.113 -0.292 -0.241 -0.298 -0.242 -0.332 -0.377
C37 RH -0.075 -0.072 0.158 0.118 0.251 0.08 0.169 0.231
C38 RI -0.096 0.011 -0.199 -0.158 -0.19 -0.311 -0.119 -0.211
C39 OD -0.111 -0.041 -0.168 -0.092 -0.235 -0.102 -0.029 0.016
C40 OF 0.194 -0.027 0.051 0.026 0.737 0.531 0.405 0.25
C41 OH -0.053 0.037 0.413 0.326 0.227 0.111 0.051 -0.052
C42 OI 0.252 0.027 -0.118 -0.204 -0.181 -0.262 -0.534 -0.54

AUTOMATED 
SYSTEM 

SUPPLIER

AUTO 
SYSTEM 

CUSTOMER
COST 

HISTORY CURRENT USE

9A 9B 10A 10B 11A 11B 12A 12B
C35 RD 0.209 0.296 0.204 0.093 0.344 0.116 0.388 0.429
C36 RF -0.378 -0.377 -0.395 -0.293 0.012 0.122 -0.186 -0.265
C37 RH 0.483 0.529 0.351 0.218 -0.253 -0.429 -0.256 -0.219
C38 RI -0.176 -0.215 -0.254 -0.23 -0.356 -0.158 -0.535 -0.555
C39 OD -0.219 -0.125 -0.291 -0.159 0.276 0.143 0.11 0.103
C40 OF 0.528 0.389 0.598 0.517 -0.166 0.215 0.021 0.242
C41 OH -0.078 -0.121 -0.038 -0.054 -0.025 0.266 0.132 0.116
C42 OI -0.175 -0.278 -0.12 -0.169 -0.14 -0.162 -0.172 -0.295

REGULATED/ 
DEREG

REGULATED 
DETAIL

DEREG 
DETAIL AVERAGE USE

13A 13B 14A 14B 15A 15B 16A 16B
C35 RD 0.134 0.108 0.55 0.517 0.322 0.289 -0.05 -0.194
C36 RF 0.017 0.03 -0.317 -0.325 -0.317 -0.277 0.279 0.363
C37 RH -0.256 -0.275 0.219 0.275 0.275 0.279 0.201 0.037
C38 RI -0.1 -0.077 -0.429 -0.408 -0.339 -0.239 0.245 0.299
C39 OD -0.242 -0.143 0.092 0.26 -0.249 -0.251 -0.396 -0.427
C40 OF 0.133 0.184 0.289 0.137 0.414 0.522 -0.418 -0.364
C41 OH 0.634 0.547 0.092 0.009 -0.124 0.021 0.108 0.179
C42 OI 0.181 0.082 -0.003 -0.099 -0.098 -0.148 0.599 0.644

AVERAGE COST

17A 17B
C35 RD 0.005 0.015
C36 RF -0.046 -0.103
C37 RH 0.161 0.205
C38 RI 0.006 -0.024
C39 OD -0.611 -0.526
C40 OF 0.11 0.13
C41 OH 0.48 0.453
C42 OI 0.378 0.304



Table 3     Summary of Results

$SSHQGL[

ROLE DECISIVE WANTS: OPERATING DECISIVE WANTS:
* Forcasts + No average costs
+ General advice
+ Rregulated cost breakdown

ROLE FLEXIBLE WANTS: OPERATING FLEXIBLE WANTS:
+ No daily use summary + General advice
+ No forcasts + Supplier controlled systems
+ No special advice + Customer controlled systems

+ Compitor price data

ROLE HIERARCHIC WANTS: OPERATING HIERARCHIC WANTS:
+ Daily use summary + Forcasts
+ Forcasts (use) + Regulated VS deregulated costs
+ Special advice + Average Costs
* Supplier controlled systems

ROLE INTEGRATIVE WANTS: OPERATING INTEGRATIVE WANTS:
* No current use * No room energy use breakdown

+ Average use

+ Consistant with theory = 16
* Not consistant             = 5 
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Ut i l i t y Bi l l  su rvey

The following questionnaire has two purposes.  It is designed to find out what
information you find useful, and what pieces of information you would actuarially like on
your utility bill.  Please look at all the items (on all three sheets) before scoring your
responses.   Thank you for your help.

Name (Please print)

I consent to releasing my decision style scores from the Management Assessment
Program.

      Please sign.
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Energy saving tip:  Set your thermostat at 78 in the summer
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Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l
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definitely not want definitely  want
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Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usefu l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Please rate t he degree to w h i ch  you
w ou ld f i nd t h is i n form at ion  usef ul .

Please rate the degree to w h ich  you
w ou ld w an t  th i s in f orm at i on  on  your  bi l l .

Forecast energy use

Forecast energy use and cost

Com m en ts or  i deas?  w r i t e t hem  here or  cal l  1 800 TPC SAVE Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5
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Your use Average for zip code

Lighting and air conditioning are your biggest energy users and represent the
greatest opportunity for savings.  To get more information call 1 800 TPC SAVE

Bedrooms
20%

living room
25%

Den
20%

Kitchen
25%

Laundry
5%

Bathrooms
5%

Our automated energy control programs are centrally controlled and can save
you energy when your not home.  Call 1 800 TPC SAVE for more information.

Our computer energy control programs work with your computer and let you
control your energy  use room by room.    Call 1 800 TPC SAVE for more
information.

T P C  7KH�3RZHU�&R. Please rate t h e degree t o w h ich you
w ou ld f i nd th i s i n form at i on  usefu l .

Please rate t h e degree t o w h ich  you
w ou ld w an t  t h i s i n f orm at ion  on  your  bi l l .

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem el y usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usefu l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem el y usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Act ual Project ed



T P C  7KH�3RZHU�&R.

Ballance from previous bill………………….. $50.00

Amount of last payment…………………….. $50.00

Ballance forward……………………………..  $0.00

Monthly service charge $5.00

Total energy charges 450 KWH $63.00

Total taxes $7.00

Current amount due by 5/ 15/97 $70.00

Billing breakdown U nits Rate T otal

T ransm ission and distribution (regulated) 450 .10 $45.00

G eneration (non regulated) 450 .04 $18.00

$63.00

M eter data  fron  3 /15  97  to  4 /15  97 B eginn ing read E nd ing read T o tal K illow att hou rs 

713486 7139636 450

Breakdown of regulated charges U nits Rate Total

T ransmission 450 .03 $13.50

D istribution 450 .07 $31.50

Total regulated charges $45.00

You are currently paying .03 for generation from another provider.  Our
load shift plan may save you money. Call 1 800 TPC SAVE for more
information.

Your average daily consumption for the billing period was 15 kilowatt hours

Your average daily cost  was $2.10 per day

Please rate t h e degree t o w h i ch  you
w ou ld f ind t h i s i n form at i on  usef u l .

Please rat e t he degree t o w h i ch you
w ou ld w an t  t h i s i n form at i on  on  your bi l l .

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usef u l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5

Not  at  al l  usefu l           Ext rem ely usef u l

1         2        3        4         5

definitely not want definitely  want

1         2        3        4         5
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